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The absent spaces in the European city, as a stitching system of the 

urban infrastructure and the collective in the contemporary city 

Hans Ulrich Orbrist interviews the architect Rem Koolhaas about the Berlin 

Wall. He answers: “The Berlin Wall as architecture was for me the first 

spectacular revelation in architecture of how absence can be stronger than 

presence. For me, it is not necessarily connected to loss in a metaphysical sense, 

but more connected to an issue of efficiency, where I think that the great thing 

about Berlin is that it showed for me how (and this is my own campaign against 

architecture) entirely "missing urban presences or entirely erased architectural 

entities nevertheless generate what can be called an urban condition[…] And that 

was the beauty of Berlin even ten years ago, that it was the most contemporary 

and the most avant-garde European city because it had these major vast areas of 

nothingness”1.This paper will look at the urban spaces created in the city often 

defined as peripheral, empty and absent in the European city. Most of these 

spaces resulted after the construction boom that led to the 2008 economic crisis, 

and now are left abandoned in the political crisis facing Europe (a continent that 

suddenly disintegrates with countries leaving the EU). The spaces as Koolhaas 

defines in his answer above that while he refers as missing urban presences, are 

nevertheless and generate an urban condition in the European City. Abandoned 

spaces often left to their own device, growing in the outskirts of the city, in the 

empty centre of the city. This paper proposes to re-visit the significance of these 

terrain-vagues (Ignasi de Sola-Morales) first from a theoretical point of view in 

the Southern European context (Auge’s non-place, Boeri’s anti-citta) and look 

critically at their role in the urban infrastructure of the urban system in cities, 

making them integral in their absence as a presence of the new collective in two 

European cities: Rome and  Madrid.  
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Preface 

The European City often referred as the traditional city, where civic life since the 

Greeks and the Romans set up the foundation of European civilization as an example of 

a city where citizens meet, gather and a system as old as our own democratic system 

prevails. Often when we imagine this European city, we dream of Italo Calvino and his 

seminal book “Invisible Cities”. We think of the European city as walking throughout 

Venice, in the beautiful space of Piazza San Marco, with its columns and cafes, and the 

city by the water that is Venice. With its four hundred and fifty bridges, wits its 

foundations in the water to sustain both its beauty and fragility. Conditions that explain 

what the European City is about, From Venice to Rome, with its Roman Forum, and its 

magnificent Baroque or the Pantheon where layers of history remain, from the Roman 

temple, to the Catholic church. We look at Barcelona and the Cerda plan, an engineered 

plan of 19th century expansion, plans of expansions that happen in most Spanish and 

European cities, the Plan Castro in Madrid, similar plans in Bilbao and in Paris the 

Haussmann plans. Behind these plans’ parts of existing cities and agricultural land were 

taken away from the people who lived in them. In Spanish these expansion plans were 

called Ensanches, the meaning of the word Ensanche is translated into English into 

widen. In the case of Barcelona the old medieval city was kept intact, but the new city 

was built from scratch. The paradigm was the entering of a new social class into the 

existing city, the bourgeoise. The idea of capitalism penetrating the old fabric of the 

city. In every new phase of history there is a new city that emerges that represents in a 

certain way the idea of collective or society that we hold as a social group. If we look at 

the influential architect Aldo Rossi, for him the European City was a manmade artefact, 

a complex setting where both the collective and the idea of monuments and urban 

artefacts holding this quality that is important for the collective the idea of memory. 



 

 

This paper sits in a different scenario, since 2008 the world entered an economic crisis. 

This is over a decade ago, and the European city as we know it has changed 

dramatically. This paper explores these new conditions that emerge, confronting us 

outside our zone of comfort. The European City is no longer just a beautiful space of 

slow life, monuments, and mix of uses. Its space is a lot more peripheral, a lot more 

complex, is full of empty and abandoned spaces, of speculation where the civitas slowly 

dissolves with hedge funds and investors. The city centres are not full of local people, 

but tourists and process of gentrification. It is easier to find a room on Airbnb for a long 

weekend in Paris or Madrid, than a house for your family. Two urban processes appear 

in the background, both gentrification and dispersal of people as a result. This paper is 

divided in three parts the first part is called definitions and looks at how these absent 

spaces have recently been defined in the European city. The second part is called 

Paradigms, and it refers to the duality between the concept of suburbs and city centre, 

civic and individual, neighbourhood and single use zone all paradigms of these new 

urban forms emerging. The third part of the paper is called Propositions and it both 

explores the possibilities of these new definitions and paradigms that I refer in two 

previous parts of the paper. The third part opens ups questions and offers some ways to 

mitigate these issues beyond the mere critical and theoretical aspects of the paper. 

Definitions  

 

The Italian architect Stefano Boeri wrote in his book L’anticitta that “Today 60% of the 

European urban population live outside the limits of the city that was built and 

consolidated by the end of the second-half of the last century”2. This figure means 

                                                 

2 Boeri, S. L’anticittà. Laterza, Roma, 2011. p. 29. Author’s translation 



 

 

something that is showing a changing landscape in the European City, most of us live in 

the suburbs, in what here Boeri defines as the anti-city, according to him a new city that 

is emerging at the backdrop of the existing European city. Boeri one of the most critical 

thinkers in urban studies in Italy and internationally, the son of Cini Boeri the Milanese 

architect that worked with Gio Ponti and who did his PhD in Venice with Bernardo 

Secchi is telling us here that these new places are full of empty buildings, a landscape of 

detached and suburban houses, cheaply built in the middle of our landscape. From the 

deep knowledge of the Italian masters he writes a small book in Italian after writing 

Mutations with Rem Koolhaas for the publisher Actar and developing the work of 

Eclectic Atlases to understand this middle European landscape and including his work 

with the photographer and architect Gabriele Basilico. For him to photograph these 

spaces is critical in order to understand them.  

In this small book he states: “A politics of do it yourself that according to Secchi 

explains the huge success of the model of owning a detached house, with a lack of 

infrastructure similar to many territories of low-density-like the wealthy North-east […] 

the typology of detached family house with the Anglo-Saxon suburban model, is like a 

failed attempt of the decline of the model of the “garden-city”3. What we see here is a 

trivialised American suburban model of trivialised garden city but is not only in the 

built form in front of our eyes that this new city is emerging. It also appears into the 

definition of our collective life in the contemporary city, where the collective gives 

space to the individual, where the public domain both in terms of infrastructure and 

transport changes from the integrated sustainable transport uses and walking to the 

proliferation of the motorcar and the private semi-detached house. This is not Ebenezer 

                                                 

3 Ibid pp. 20-21 



 

 

Howard building nice garden suburbs based on beautiful principles, but instead a more 

trivialised idea of suburbia. And the landscape in not the outskirts of San Diego, or Los 

Angeles, but instead is Madrid, Milano, or Edinburgh. But at the same time, one could 

argue that in any of these cities we live in urban blocks, but even those blocks have 

been built not based on demand but for the purpose of real state profit. In Madrid for 

example nine new Urban Action Plans were built between 2005 until 2015, the biggest 

urban plan in Spanish history and often these spaces are of a single use, just housing 

lacking basic services and infrastructure for the collective. People living in these 

housing blocks which at the beginning of the 2008 had an occupancy of around 30%, 

drive between work in the centre and the suburbs. This is despite Madrid having in of 

the best public transport systems in Europe.  

 Joan Clos in the essay ‘The European City Model’ (Mayor of Barcelona between 

1997 and 2006 and past president of UN Habitat) defines four types of European City 

Models which are: the Anglo-Saxon, Central European, Nordic and the Mediterranean. 

While these models have common characteristics, they have tight urban centres and 

close relations to their regions. He states: “The normative European city is a dense, 

compact area grouped around a core rather than sprawling like American Cities; this 

preserves the integrity and coherence of its open spaces. When dense enough it favours 

mobility on foot and public transport and is able to avoid an excessive level of 

Greenfield development. In such a city a host of various activities occur in the same 

place, combining residence, work and leisure to create, a diverse and complex lifestyle. 

The mobility of its residents is not entirely dependent on cars, and public transport plays 

a major role. Public transport needs a high concentration of people, and public areas call 

for a variety of uses. All these features and characteristics are interdependent, and all 



 

 

play a part in shaping the city”4. This contradicts again important theorist like Ignasi de 

Solà-Morales and his concept of terrain vague. Or the idea of anti-city that Boeri refers 

to, or the absent spaces thia Koolhaas mentions in Berlin. These new spaces emerging 

abandoned and empty in the centres of Belfast, Berlin or Madrid are different from the 

city defined by Joan Clos in his essay, or by Aldo Rossi fifty years ago in his seminal 

book The Architecture of the City. Ignasi de Solà-Morales defines these territories as 

“terrain vague”: “These strange places exist outside the city’s effective circuits and 

productive structures […] industrial areas, railway stations, ports, unsafe residential 

neighbourhoods, and contaminated places where the city is no longer”.5 

 The French anthropologist Marc Augé defines these areas as “non-places”: “ […] 

‘non place’ designates two complementary but distinct realities: spaces formed in 

relation to certain ends (transport, transit, commerce, leisure) and the relations that 

individuals have with these spaces […] The link between individuals and their 

surroundings in the space of non-place is established through the mediation of words, or 

even texts […] But the real non-places of supermodernity—the ones we inhabit when 

we are driving down the motorway, wandering in a supermarket or sitting in an airport 

lounge waiting for the next flight to London or Marseille—have the peculiarity that they 

are defined partly by the words and texts they offer us: their ‘instructions for use’, 

which may be prescriptive (‘Take right-hand lane’), prohibitive (‘No smoking’) or 

informative (‘You are now entering the Beaujolais region’)”.6 

                                                 

4 Burdett, Ricky et al, 2007. The endless city: the urban age project, London, New York : 

Phaidon press p.160 

5 I. Solà-Morales,” Terrain vague” (1994) in C. C. Davidson, Anyone Corporation (Anyplace, 

New York, N.Y. : Cambridge Mass: Anyone Corp. ; MIT Press, 1995), 120.  
6 M. Augé, Non-places: introduction to an anthropology of supermodernity (London ; New 



 

 

Paradigms  

 
In order to illustrate this paradigm of how these spaces operate and work I am 

going two use four photographs two of Madrid and two photographs of Rome, 

two major capital cities in Europe. Both cities are historical and what we would 

define as traditional urban fabric. Through these views I will explain the use of 

these spaces of these two opposite words, centre and suburb, old and new. Those 

two cities taken through the perspective of two different points of view. The 

photographs of Madrid relate to my own work in the city which I have studied for 

a long time through my own  doctorate and looks at these spaces in the suburbs, 

the other two images of Rome are taken by the renown South African architect 

and photographer Leon Krige, and there you can see what is happening in these 

spaces sometimes public spaces, sometimes collective transport hubs from the 

perspective of the collective of the people that inhabit them. In Image 1 you can 

see the same monotonous block, with just one residential use, and in front of it 

just an abandoned existing field. No people walking in the street, no children 

playing in the park, no underground shops. This is not Barcelona Exaimple 

designed by Cerda, we cannot see here the eyes of the street that Jane Jacobs 

discussed in her book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities. This new 

European City is not like Rossi or Jacobs described in their books, now 

Greenwich Village is unaffordable and heavily gentrified. Locals cannot afford to 

live here anymore, so like in Edinburgh or Madrid they move to the suburbs like 

this image I took during my fieldwork in Madrid. Places that are non-places, 

where free planning is the rule, single use zoning and the use of the motorcar. In 

                                                 

York: Verso, 1995), 94-96. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Death-American-Cities-Modern-Library/dp/0679644334/ref=sr_1_1?hvadid=80607978339990&hvbmt=be&hvdev=c&hvqmt=e&keywords=jane+jacobs&qid=1570981922&sr=8-1


 

 

the new plan called Madrid Centro promoted by Council in Madrid two prominent 

Madrid architects Jose Maria Ezquiaga and Juan Herreros 7.  

 This plan is an immediate response to the processes of suburbanisation 

prompted a “hybrid city” with the use of public spaces, and the use of centrality 

using astonishing data of today’s Spanish cities where 60% of free space in 

Spanish Cities now is destined to the cars. Here they propose to use public space 

like a unifying entity to stich back these empty spaces. This is contrast with the 

new hotels opening in old building like in Plaza de Espana, the new hotel Riu8 or 

others. In these new empty buildings in the city centre we can see a city that is 

becoming exclusive, developed for a tourist industry of private developers rather 

than thinking for the collective. Similar processes ongoing in Venice, where the 

proliferation of luxury yachts and hundreds of tourists. Like the book by Thomas 

Mann Death in Venice, where the protagonist of Visconti’s remains in love in 

Venice until he dies, this is a metaphor of the current city immersed in its own 

beauty and sinking in the water. 

 

In Figure 2 we can see how these absent spaces emerge, in this case big 

billboards signs appear for the cars, a new city to be seen from the highway, again 

not a single person walking in the street, what the picture does not say is that the 

CCTV cameras are all around the Mirador housing block, security that contradicts 

both the principles of passive surveillance and also eyes on the streets as a 

                                                 

7 http://ezquiagaarquitectura.com/2012/proyecto-madrid-centro/ (accessed 27/01/2019) 

8 https://elpais.com/ccaa/2018/11/04/madrid/1541335837_097630.html (accessed 27/01/2019) 
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concept. Here Paco or Carmen do not have any more una tortilla (name for 

Spanish Omelette) in the park, but instead they have a Big Mac in the big 

shopping centre nearby with their children after watching a movie in the multi-

cinema. We see not just a change in the city that we live, but suddenly a more 

globalised way of life is invading our cities in Europe, American style two for 

one. The houses and the empty spaces, and the increase of the privatisation of 

both public spaces and important buildings into the hands of private funds are a 

metaphor of this new paradigms that I discussed in this paper. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1- New PAU (Urban Action Plan) of Las Tablas in the Northern Periphery of 

Madrid. Copyright Dr Alona Martinez Perez 

 

 

 
 

 
 



 

 

Figure 2- New PAU (Urban Action Plan) of San Chinarro in the Northern Periphery 

of Madrid with the MVDRV El Mirador Block. Copyright Dr Alona Martinez Perez 

 
 
          In Figures 3 and 4 we can see homeless people sleeping below the magnificent 

arches of the Vatican, commonly called the arms of God for the people, now they 

have those people who arrive to the capital of Italy but cannot afford to sleep in a 

shelter. The same applies to the terminal station at Termini, the main station in Rome 

where outside the station you can see people using sleeping bags to shelter from the 

cold. These images defer from the traditional civitas and place of gathering that are 

the founder principles of European society. 

 
 

 

Figure 3- Vatican Arches, Vatican City Rome. Copyright Mr Leon Krige 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

Figure 4- Termini Train Station Rome. Copyright Mr Leon Krige 

 
 

Propositions  
 
 
Professor Mosè Ricci an eminent Italian architect explains these processed after 

studying the American city of Detroit in reference to the European/Italian paradigm: 

 “In just a few years the economic and environmental crisis has shown us that exact 

opposite is true. There exists an important form of abandonment in Europe that is 

influencing the life an economy of the cities. It’s a sort of abandonment that not so 

much determined by an urban population decline, as by internal mobility, migration 

from manufacturing centers, excessive building, the marginal state of agriculture and 

the stagnation of the building market. In short, what’s new is being abandoned. It is the 

abandonment of an idea of growth and the city, even before being an idea about its 

physical spaces. It responds to a strategy of survival, to the economic crisis and to the 

awareness of environmental emergency”9 

 

 To me this situation confronts us with an immediate need for instead of being just 

critical deal with this new city. America learnt from the hard lessons of suburbia and 

congestion in innovative ways such as Transit Oriented Development, great examples 

such as Portland etc. To me clearly public ownership of some of these existing historic 

                                                 

9 M. Ricci, New paradigms (Trento;ListLab, 2012), p.22. 

 



 

 

buildings and the redevelopment of projects focus on public good, both in the sense of 

using these historic building for collective facilities, allow the use of public transport 

with sustainable policies including the use of temporary forms of architecture and 

urbanism that offer solutions that are both sustainable and co. This would avoid 

important city buildings, becoming 5-star hotels and another issue is how to deal with 

issues such as gentrifications and privatisation of buildings and public space.  

Recently in a South London housing scheme they were placing playgrounds for rich and 

poor children, depending of where they live and causing an outcry in all different circles 

in the community. This is social segregation and a social apartheid from a young age 

and is provided by failures in the system that allow to development of housing to 

happens in this way. Children are the future of the polis, of the old European city and 

that city is the ground for the opportunities they need to look forward into a brighter 

future. The European city is made of an inherent process of layers in city centres where 

poor and rich live together and where opportunities arise for the young to enjoy the 

chance of living in a place like London and in in this process access the opportunities a 

big city offers for personal growth. There are no places in a modern and Western 

society for this kind of separation of a playground in housing that segregates children. 

This is a key question to me as an urbanist, how can we provide integrated housing in a 

newly gentrified European city? How can we use these kinds of absent spaces for new 

uses both in terms of urban infrastructure but also for the collective use? A re-thinking 

of abandoned spaces and empty spaces is key and requires the status to radically change 

when a two-bedroom house in London costs over one million in one area for a family. 

 

Lord Richard Rogers of Riverside a British Italian architect tried in the 1990’s to 

promote European Urbanism in the UK by creating the Urban Task Force Group and 



 

 

promoting the model of the compact city. In his work with the Task Force in relation 

with housing, he advocated the need for housing for social fairness. One of the 

interesting conclusions of this work in the Report that was published after the Task 

Force was implemented called Towards a Stronger Urban Renaissance is that when 

people have children move again out of the city because they cannot afford to have a 

bigger house in the city centre. This is so premonitory of the image of London today, 

when we look and try to learn from disasters like Grenfell, we need to ask ourselves 

critical questions about housing provision and safety. In so many ways recent English 

Filmmakers like Ken Loach in his 2016, I Daniel Blake he shows the reality of Katie a 

single mother with two young children moves out of London to Newcastle because she 

cannot afford to live in London anymore and meets Daniel a joiner who suffered a heart 

attack, and even though his cardiologist does not think he is fit for work, and the 

assessment  carried out by the Job Centre shows us an unfair  benefit system on the 

other hand that removes employment and support allowance causing his death at the end 

after being lost in this complex social system that takes away the dignity of basic human 

needs. The film shows how Katie and Daniel help each other lost in this paradigm of a 

system that really breeds in regulations and realities that hit the most vulnerable at the 

time they need the social welfare system to help them at the most. Therefore, is so 

important to revisit policies, so people like Katie can live in her hometown, be part of 

her community, raise her children in her neighbourhood, what Rossi defined as 

quartiere translated from Italian as urban quarter.  

We have two choices here to remain silent and contemplate the city emerging in front of 

us changing into a city that is not designed for the collective or having policies in our 

plans and forms of development that are in public hands by local and regional 



 

 

governments and actors that return to the reuse of these abandoned spaces into 

becoming part of the critical infrastructure of our cities in Europe. 
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